Need a humungous conference table? A flip-top training table? A bar-height cafeteria table? You need Cohere™. It’s all of this and more – a single table line that can go anywhere and do anything in today’s workplace. Multiple top shapes and leg styles can be combined in virtually infinite ways while simple lines and a shared foot design deliver a single understated aesthetic that complements and unifies office space. Easy to specify, easy to use and easy to reconfigure, Cohere™ is everything you need it to be.
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On the Cover: Conference Table with Burnt Strand laminate top and White and Polished Aluminum base. e5™ Storage Components in Designer White Laminate.
Fixed-Height Tables with Columbian Walnut laminate tops and Silver bases shown with matching e5™ Storage Components. Commute™ Task Seating with Expo Sprout fabric and Black finish.
Cohere™ works well with others.

Conference Tables, Flip & Nest Tables, stationary tables, mobile tables ... you can combine multiple table styles in a single space and still maintain a coherent, cohesive look and feel. The simple lines blend seamlessly with other Mayline products – including e5™ collaborative furniture – as well as competitive offerings. More than 900 standard laminate options allow plenty of creative latitude.
Ace of Bases. Different tables offer different base options, each of which beautifully complements the others. Bases are available in a black, silver or white powdercoat finish, with optional polished aluminum feet.
Mobile Flip & Nest Tables are an ideal solution for training rooms and other applications that may require frequent reconfiguration. Locking casters and optional ganging hardware provide stability but can be easily disengaged when tables need to be moved. Grommets and frosted acrylic modesty panels are available to support technology and enhance privacy.
Table surfaces flip and lock in vertical position for staggered nesting and storage. Easy-to-operate flip mechanism comes standard in silver finish.

Choose standard black casters or optional white nylon casters for even smoother movement.
Cohere™ brings people together.

Cohere™ makes meeting easy and effective – whether it’s an impromptu confab of two or a formal assembly of 20, inside a conference room or outside a workstation cluster. Height-adjustable tables encourage healthy posture variations during long sessions. A variety of table top shapes can be combined in creative ways to support education, presentation and collaboration.
Pin-Height Adjustable Tables offer 8” of vertical spring clip adjustability.

Transition Tables let you create V-shapes, U-shapes, semi-circles and more.

This V configuration ensures a clear view for everyone at the table. Fixed-Height Tables with Aqua Dotscreen laminate tops and White bases. e5™ Storage Cabinets in Designer White laminate. Valoré® Training Seating with Expo Sprout fabric and Chrome finish.

Round Conference Tables are offered in three sizes. Conference Table with Aqua Dotscreen laminate tops and Black and Aluminum base. e5™ Collaborative Furniture in Designer White and Raven laminates. Valoré® Training Seating with Expo Sprout fabric and Chrome finish.
Cohere™ puts people at ease.

An inviting design, pleasing proportions and sophisticated finish palette make people feel comfortable in any setting. Dining-height and bar-height Hospitality Tables vary the visual landscape in cafeterias and break rooms. Round and square Occasional Tables add style to public areas and public spaces. From one end of your organization to another, Cohere™ delivers versatility, value and visual harmony.
Coffee Table and End Table with Aqua Dotscreen laminate tops and Silver bases – a beautiful complement to Prestige Lounge Chairs and Sofa in Black Leather and Black finish (available 2014).

Coffee Table with Citadel Warp laminate top and Silver base serves as the focal point for this casual collaboration space outside a formal conference room. Shown with e5™ Lower Storage Cabinets in Raven laminate with Expo Sprout fabric cushions.